Models of category learning have been extensively studied in cognitive science and primarily tested on perceptual abstractions or artificial stimuli. In this paper we focus on categories acquired from natural language stimuli, that is words (e.g., chair is a member of the FURNITURE category). We present a Bayesian model which, unlike previous work, learns both categories and their features in a single process. Our model employs particle filters, a sequential Monte Carlo method commonly used for approximate probabilistic inference in an incremental setting. Comparison against a state-of-the-art graph-based approach reveals that our model learns qualitatively better categories and demonstrates cognitive plausibility during learning.
Introduction
Considerable psychological research has shown that people reason about novel objects they encounter by identifying the category to which these objects belong and extrapolating from their past experiences with other members of that category (Smith and Medin, 1981) . Categorization is a classic problem in cognitive science, underlying a variety of common mental tasks including perception, learning, and the use of language.
Given its fundamental nature, categorization has been extensively studied both experimentally and in simulations. Indeed, numerous models exist as to how humans categorize objects ranging from strict prototypes (categories are represented by a single idealized member which embodies their core properties; e.g., Reed 1972) to full exemplar models (categories are represented by a list of previously encountered members; e.g., Nosofsky 1988) and combinations of the two (e.g., Griffiths et al. 2007) . A common feature across different studies is the use of stimuli involving realworld objects (e.g., children's toys; Starkey 1981) , perceptual abstractions (e.g., photographs of animals; Quinn and Eimas 1996) , or artificial ones (e.g., binary strings, dot patterns or geometric shapes; Medin and Schaffer 1978; Posner and Keele 1968; Bomba and Siqueland 1983) . Most existing models focus on adult categorization, in which it is assumed that a large number of categories have already been learnt (but see Anderson 1991 and Griffiths et al. 2007 for exceptions) .
In this work we focus on categories acquired from natural language stimuli (i.e., words) and investigate how the statistics of the linguistic environment (as approximated by large corpora) influence category formation (e.g., chair and table are FURNITURE whereas peach and apple are FRUIT 1 ). The idea of modeling categories using words as a stand-in for their referents has been previously used to explore categorization-related phenomena such as semantic priming (Cree et al., 1999) and typicality rating (Voorspoels et al., 2008) , to evaluate prototype and exemplar models (Storms et al., 2000) , and to simulate early language category acquisition (Fountain and Lapata, 2011) . The idea of using naturalistic corpora has received little attention. Most existing studies use feature norms as a proxy for people's representation of semantic concepts. In a typical procedure, participants are presented with a word and asked to generate the most relevant features or attributes for its referent concept. The most notable collection of feature norms is probably the multi-year project of McRae et al. (2005) , which obtained features for a set of 541 common English nouns.
Our approach replaces feature norms with representations derived from words' contexts in corpora. While this is an impoverished view of how categories are acquired -it is clear that they are learnt through exposure to the linguistic environment and the physical world -perceptual infor-mation relevant for extracting semantic categories is to a large extent redundantly encoded in linguistic experience (Riordan and Jones, 2011) . Besides, there are known difficulties with feature norms such as the small number of words for which these can be obtained, the quality of the attributes, and variability in the way people generate them (see Zeigenfuse and Lee 2010 for details). Focusing on natural language categories allows us to build categorization models with theoretically unlimited scope.
To this end, we present a probabilistic Bayesian model of category acquisition based on the key idea that learners can adaptively form category representations that capture the structure expressed in the observed data. We model category induction as two interrelated sub-problems: (a) the acquisition of features that discriminate among categories, and (b) the grouping of concepts into categories based on those features. An important modeling question concerns the exact mechanism with which categories are learned. To maintain cognitive plausibility, we develop an incremental learning algorithm. Incrementality is a central aspect of human learning which takes place sequentially and over time. Humans are capable of dealing with a situation even if only partial information is available. They adaptively learn as new information is presented and locally update their internal knowledge state without systematically revising everything known about the situation at hand. Memory and processing limitations also explain why humans must learn incrementally. It is not possible to store and have easy access to all the information one has been exposed to. It seems likely that people store the most prominent facts and generalizations, which they modify on they fly when new facts become available.
Our model learns categories using a particle filter, a Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) inference mechanism which sequentially integrates newly observed data and can be thus viewed as a plausible proxy for human learning. Experimental results show that the incremental learner obtains meaningful categories which outperform the state of the art whilst at the same time acquiring semantic representations of words and their features.
Related Work
The problem of category induction has achieved much attention in the cognitive science literature. Incremental category learning was pioneered by Anderson (1991) who develops a non-parametric model able to induce categories from abstract stimuli represented by binary features. Sanborn et al. (2006) present a fully Bayesian adaptation of Anderson's original model, which yields a better fit with behavioral data. A separate line of work examines the cognitive characteristics of category acquisition as well as the processes of generalizing and generating new categories and exemplars (Jern and Kemp, 2013; Kemp et al., 2012) . The above models are conceptually similar to ours. However, they were developed with adult categorization in mind, and use rather simplistic categories representing toy-domains. It is therefore not clear whether they generalize to arbitrary stimuli and data sizes. We aim to show that it is possible to acquire natural language categories on a larger scale purely from linguistic context.
Our model is loosely related to Bayesian models of word sense induction (Brody and Lapata, 2009; Yao and Durme, 2011) . We also assume that local linguistic context can provide important cues for word meaning and by extension category membership. However, the above models focus on performance optimization and learn in an ideal batch mode, while incorporating various kinds of additional features such as part of speech tags or dependencies. In contrast, we develop a cognitively plausible (early) language learning model and show that categories can be acquired purely from context, as well as in an incremental fashion.
From a modeling perspective, we learn categories incrementally using a particle filtering algorithm (Doucet et al., 2001) . Particle filters are a family of sequential Monte Carlo algorithms which update the state space of a probabilistic model with newly encountered information. They have been successfully applied to natural language acquisition tasks such as word segmentation (Borschinger and Johnson, 2011) , or sentence processing (Levy et al., 2009) . Sanborn et al. (2006) also use particle filters for small-scale categorization experiments with artificial stimuli. To the best of our knowledge, we present the first particle filtering algorithm for large-scale category acquisition from natural text.
Our work is closest to Fountain and Lapata (2011) who also develop a model for inducing natural language categories. Specifically, they propose an incremental version of Chinese Whispers (Biemann, 2006) , a randomized graph-clustering algorithm. The latter takes as input a graph which is constructed from corpus-based co-occurrence statistics and produces a hard clustering over the nodes in the graph. Contrary to our model, they treat the tasks of inferring a semantic representa- tion for concepts and their class membership as two separate processes. This allows to experiment with different ways of initializing the cooccurrence matrix (e.g., from bags of words or a dependency parsed corpus), however at the expense of cognitive plausibility. It is unlikely that humans have two entirely separate mechanisms for learning the meaning of words and their categories. We formulate a more expressive model within a probabilistic framework which captures the meaning of words, their similarity, and the predictive power of their linguistic contexts.
The BayesCat Model
In this section we present our Bayesian model of category induction (BayesCat for short). The input to the model is natural language text, and its final output is a set of clusters representing categories of semantic concepts found in the input data. Like many other semantic models, BayesCat is inspired by the distributional hypothesis which states that a word's meaning is predictable from its context (Harris, 1954) . By extension, we also assume that contextual information can be used to characterize general semantic categories. Accordingly, the input to our model is a corpus of documents, each defined as a target word t centered in a fixed-length context window:
We assume that there exists one global distribution over categories from which all documents are generated. Each document is assigned a category label, based on two types of features: the document's target word and its context words, which are modeled through separate category-specific distributions. We argue that it is important to distinguish between these features, since words belonging to the same category do not necessarily co-occur, but tend to occur in the same contexts. For example, the words polar bear and anteater
The generative process of the BayesCat model.
are both members of the category ANIMAL. However, they rarely co-occur (in fact, a cursory search using Google yields only three matches for the query "polar bear * anteater"). Nevertheless, we would expect to observe both words in similar contexts since both animals eat, sleep, hunt, have fur, four legs, and so on. This distinction contrasts our category acquisition task from the classical task of topic inference. Figure 1 presents a plate diagram of the BayesCat model; an overview of the generative process is given in Figure 2 . We first draw a global category distribution θ from the Dirichlet distribution with parameter α. Next, for each category k, we draw a distribution over target words φ k from a Dirichlet with parameter β and a distribution over context words ψ k from a Dirichlet with parameter γ. For each document d, we draw a category z d , then a target word, and N context words from the category-specific distributions φ z d and ψ z d , respectively.
Learning
Our goal is to infer the joint distribution of all hidden model parameters, and observable data W . Since we use conjugate prior distributions throughout the model, this joint distribution can be simplified to:
where r and s iterate over the target and context word vocabulary, respectively, and the distribu-tions θ, φ, and ψ are integrated out and implicitly captured by the corresponding co-occurrence counts N * * . Γ() denotes the Gamma function, a generalization of the factorial to real numbers. Since exact inference of the parameters of the BayesCat model is intractable, we use samplingbased approximate inference. Specifically, we present two learning algorithms, namely a Gibbs sampler and a particle filter.
The Gibbs Sampler Gibbs sampling is a wellestablished approximate learning algorithm, based on Markov Chain Monte Carlo methods (Geman and Geman, 1984) . It operates in batch-mode by repeatedly iterating through all data points (documents in our case) and assigning the currently sampled document d a category z d conditioned on the current labelings of all other documents z −d :
using equation (2) but ignoring information from the currently sampled document in all cooccurrence counts. The Gibbs sampler can be seen as an ideal learner, which can view and revise any relevant information at any time during learning. From a cognitive perspective, this setting is implausible, since a human language learner encounters training data incrementally and does not systematically revisit previous learning decisions. Particle filters are a class of incremental, or sequential, Monte Carlo methods which can be used to model aspects of the language learning process more naturally.
The Particle Filter Intuitively, a particle filter (henceforth PF) entertains a fixed set of N weighted hypotheses (particles) based on previous training examples. Figure 3 shows an overview of the particle filtering learning procedure. At first, every particle of the PF is initialized from a base distribution P 0 (Initialization). Then a single iteration over the input data y is performed, during which the posterior distribution of each data point y t under all current particles is computed given information from all previously encountered data points y t−1 (Sampling/Prediction). Crucially, each update is conditioned only on the previous model state z t−1 , which results in a constant state space despite an increasing amount of available data. A common problem with PF algorithms is weight degeneration, i.e., one particle tends to accumulate most of the weight. To avoid this problem, at regular intervals the set of particles is resampled in order to discard particles with for particle p do Initialization Initialize randomly or from z 0 p ∼ p 0 (z) for observation t do for particle n do Sampling/Prediction P n (z t n |y t ) ∼ p(z t n |z t−1 n , α)P(y t |z t n , y t−1 )
Figure 3: The particle filtering procedure. low probability and to ensure that the sample is representative of the state space at any time (Resampling). This general algorithm can be straightforwardly adapted to our learning problem (Griffiths et al., 2011; Fearnhead, 2004) . Each observation corresponds to a document, which needs to be assigned a category. To begin with, we assign the first observed document to category 0 in all particles (Initialization). Then, we iterate once over the remaining documents. For each particle n, we compute a probability distribution over K categories based on the simplified posterior distribution as defined in equation (2) (Sampling/Prediction), with cooccurrence counts based on the information from all previously encountered documents. Thus, we obtain a distribution over N · K possible assignments. From this distribution we sample with replacement N new particles, assign the current document to the corresponding category (Resampling), and proceed to the next input document.
Experimental Setup
The goal of our experimental evaluation is to assess the quality of the inferred clusters by comparison to a gold standard and an existing graph-based model of category acquisition. In addition, we are interested in the incremental version of the model, whether it is able to learn meaningful categories and how these change over time. In the following, we give details on the corpora we used, describe how model parameters were selected, and explain our evaluation procedure.
Data
All our experiments were conducted on a lemmatized version of the British National Corpus (BNC). The corpus was further preprocessed by removing stopwords and infrequent words (occurring less than 800 times in the BNC).
The model output was evaluated against a gold standard set of categories which was created by collating the resources developed by Fountain and Lapata (2010) and Vinson and Vigliocco (2008) . Both datasets contain a classification of nouns into (possibly multiple) semantic categories produced by human participants. We therefore assume that they represent psychologically salient categories which the cognitive system is in principle capable of acquiring. After merging the two resources, and removing duplicates we obtained 42 semantic categories for 555 nouns. We split this gold standard into a development (41 categories, 492 nouns) and a test set (16 categories, 196 nouns). 2 The input to our model consists of short chunks of text, namely a target word centered in a symmetric context window of five words (see (1)). In our experiments, the set of target words corresponds to the set of nouns in the evaluation dataset. Target word mentions and their context are extracted from the BNC.
Parameters for the BayesCat Model
We optimized the hyperparameters of the BayesCat model on the development set. For the particle filter, the optimal values are α = 0.7, β = 0.1, γ = 0.1. We used the same values for the Gibbs Sampler since it proved insensitive to hyperparameter variations. We run the Gibbs sampler for 200 iterations 3 and report results averaged over 10 runs. For the PF, we set the number of particles to 500, and report final scores averaged over 10 runs. For evaluation, we take the clustering from the particle with the highest weight 4 .
Model Comparison
Chinese Whispers We compared our approach with Fountain and Lapata (2011) who present a non-parametric graph-based model for category acquisition. Their algorithm incrementally constructs a graph from co-occurrence counts of target words and their contexts (they use a symmetric context window of five words). Target words constitute the nodes of the graph, their co-occurrences are transformed into a vector of positive PMI values, and graph edges correspond to the cosine similarity between the PMI-vectors representing any two nodes. They use Chinese Whispers (Biemann, 2006) to partition a graph into categories.
We replicated the bag-of-words model presented in Fountain and Lapata (2011) and assessed its performance on our training corpora and test sets. The scores we report are averaged over 10 runs.
Chinese Whispers can only make hard clustering decisions, whereas the BayesCat model returns a soft clustering of target nouns. In order to be able to compare the two models, we convert the soft clusters to hard clusters by assigning each target word w to category c such that cat(w) = max c P(w|c) · P(c|w).
LDA We also compared our model to a standard topic model, namely Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA; Blei et al. 2003) . LDA assumes that a document is generated from an individual mixture over topics, and each topic is associated with one word distribution. We trained a batch version of LDA using input identical to our model and the Mallet toolkit (McCallum, 2002) .
Chinese Whispers is a parameter-free algorithm and thus determines the number of clusters automatically. While the Bayesian models presented here are parametric in that an upper bound for the potential number of categories needs to be specified, the models themselves decide on the specific value of this number. We set the upper bound of categories to 100 for LDA as well as the batch and incremental version of the BayesCat model.
Evaluation Metrics
Our aim is to learn a set of clusters each of which corresponds to one gold category, i.e., it contains all and only members of that gold category. We report evaluation scores based on three metrics which measure this tradeoff. Since in unsupervised clustering the cluster IDs are meaningless, all evaluation metrics involve a mapping from induced clusters to gold categories. The first two metrics described below perform a cluster-based mapping and are thus not ideal for assessing the output of soft clustering algorithms. The third metric performs an item-based mapping and can be directly used to evaluate soft clusters.
Purity/Collocation are based on member overlap between induced clusters and gold classes (Lang and Lapata, 2011) . Purity measures the degree to which each cluster contains instances that share the same gold class, while collocation measures the degree to which instances with the same gold class are assigned to a single cluster. We report the harmonic mean of purity and collocation as a single measure of clustering quality.
V-Measure is the harmonic mean between homogeneity and collocation (Rosenberg and Hirschberg, 2007) .
Like purity, V-Measure performs cluster-based comparisons but is an entropy-based method. It measures the conditional entropy of a cluster given a class, and vice versa.
Cluster-F1 is an item-based evaluation metric which we propose drawing inspiration from the supervised metric presented in Agirre and Soroa (2007) . Cluster-F1 maps each target word type to a gold cluster based on its soft class membership, and is thus appropriate for evaluation of soft clustering output. We first create a K × G soft mapping matrix M from each induced category k i to gold classes g j from P(g j |k i ). We then map each target word type to a gold class by multiplying its probability distribution over soft clusters with the mapping matrix M , and taking the maximum value. Finally, we compute standard precision, recall and F1 between the mapped system categories and the gold classes.
Results
Our experiments are designed to answer three questions: (1) How do the induced categories fare against gold standard categories? (2) Are there performance differences between BayesCat and Chinese Whispers, given that the two models adopt distinct mechanisms for representing lexical meaning and learning semantic categories? (3) Is our incremental learning mechanism cognitively plausible? In other words, does the quality of the induced clusters improve over time and how do the learnt categories differ from the output of an ideal batch learner?
Clustering performance for the batch BayesCat model (BC-Batch), its incremental version (BC-Inc), Chinese Whispers (CW), and LDA is shown in Table 1 . Comparison of the two incremental models, namely BC-Inc and CW, shows that our model outperforms CW under all evaluation metrics both on the test and the development set. Our BC models perform at least as well as LDA, despite the more complex learning objective. Recall that LDA does not learn category specific features. BC-Batch performs best overall, however this is not surprising. The BayesCat model learnt in batch mode uses a Gibbs sampler which can be viewed as an ideal learner with access to the entire training data at any time, and the ability to systematically revise previous decisions. This puts the incremental variant at a disadvantage since the particle filter encounters the data incrementally and never resamples previously seen documents. Nevertheless, as shown in Table 1 BC-Inc's performance is very close to BC-Batch. BC-Inc outperforms the Gibbs sampler in the PC-F1 metric, because it achieves higher collocation scores. Inspection of the output reveals that the Gibbs sampler induces larger clusters compared to the particle filter (as well as less distinct clusters). Although the general pattern of results is the same on the development and test sets, absolute scores for all systems are higher on the test set. This is expected, since the test set contains less categories with a smaller number of exemplars and more accurate clusterings can be thus achieved (on average) more easily. Figure 4 displays the learning curves produced by CW and BC-Inc under the PC-F1 (left) and Cluster-F1 (right) evaluation metrics. Under PC-F1, CW produces a very steep initial learning curve which quickly flattens off, whereas no learning curve emerges for CW under Cluster-F1. The BayesCat model exhibits more discernible learning curves under both metrics. We also observe that learning curves for CW indicate much more variance during learning compared to BC-Inc, irrespectively of the evaluation metric being used. Figure 4b shows learning curves for BC-Inc when its output classes are interpreted in two ways, i.e., as soft or hard clusters. Interestingly, the two curves have a similar shape which points to the usefulness of Cluster-F1 as an evaluation metric for both types of clusters.
In order to better understand the differences in the learning process between CW and BC-Inc we tracked the evolution of clusterings over time, as well as the variance across cluster sizes at each point in time. The results are plotted in Figure 5 . The top part of the figure compares the number of clusters learnt by the two models. We see that the number of clusters inferred by CW drops over time, but is closer to the number of clusters present in the gold standard. The final number of clusters inferred by CW is 26, whereas PF-Inc infers 90 clusters (there are 41 gold classes). The middle plot shows the variance in cluster size induced at any time by CW which is by orders of magnitude higher than the variance observed in the output of BayesCat (bottom plot). More importantly, the variance in BayesCat resembles the variance present in the gold standard much more closely. The clusterings learnt by CW tend to consist of few very large clusters and a large number of very small (mostly singleton) clusters. Although some of the bigger clusters are meaningful, the overall structure of clusterings does not faithfully represent the gold standard.
Finally, note that in contrast to CW and LDA, the BayesCat model learns not only how to induce clusters of target words, but also information about their category-specific contexts. Table 2 presents examples of the learnt categories together with their most likely contexts. For example, one of the categories our model discovers corresponds to BUILDINGS. Some of the context words or features relating to buildings refer to their location (e.g., city, road, hill, north, park), architectural style (e.g., modern, period, estate), and material (e.g., stone).
Discussion
In this paper we have presented a Bayesian model of category acquisition. Our model learns to group concepts into categories as well as their features (i.e., context words associated with them). Category learning is performed incrementally, using a particle filtering algorithm which is a natural choice for modeling sequential aspects of language learning.
We now return to our initial questions and summarize our findings. Firstly, we observe that our incremental model learns plausible linguistic categories when compared against the gold standard. Secondly, these categories are qualitatively better when evaluated against Chinese Whispers, a closely related graph-based incremental algorithm. Thirdly, analysis of the model's output shows that it simulates category learning in two important ways, it consistently improves over time and can additionally acquire category features. Overall, our model has a more cognitively plausible learning mechanism compared to CW, and is more expressive, as it can simulate both category and feature learning. Although CW ultimately yields some meaningful categories, it does not acquire any knowledge pertaining to their features. This is somewhat unrealistic given that humans are good at inferring missing features for unknown categories (Anderson, 1991) . It is also symptomatic of the nature of the algorithm which does not have an explicit learning mechanism. Each node in the graph iteratively adopts (in random order) the strongest class in its neighborhood (i.e., the set of nodes with which it shares an edge). We also showed that LDA is less appropriate for the category learning task on account of its formulation which does not allow to simultaneously acquire clusters and their features. There are several options for improving our model. The learning mechanism presented here is the most basic of particle methods. A common problem in particle filtering is sample impoverishment, i.e., particles become highly similar after a few iterations, and do not optimally represent the sample space. More involved resampling methods such as stratified sampling or residual resampling, have been shown to alleviate this problem (Douc, 2005) .
From a cognitive perspective, the most obvious weakness of our algorithm is its strict incrementality. While our model simulates human mem-BUILDINGS wall, bridge, building, cottage, gate, house, train, bus, stone, chapel, brick, cathedral plan, include, park, city, stone, building, hotel, lead, road, hill, north, modern, visit, main, period, cathedral, estate, complete, site, owner, parish WEAPONS shotgun, pistol, knife, crowbar, gun, sledgehammer, baton, bullet, motorcycle, van, ambulance injure, ira, jail, yesterday, arrest, stolen, fire, officer, gun, police victim, hospital, steal, crash, murder, incident, driver, accident, hit INSTRUMENTS tuba, drum, harmonica, bagpipe, harp, violin, saxophone, rock, piano, banjo, guitar, flute, harpsichord, trumpet, rocker, clarinet, stereo, cello, accordion amp, orchestra, sound, electric, string, sing, song, drum, piano, condition, album, instrument, guitar, band, bass, music ory restrictions and uncertainty by learning based on a limited number of current knowledge states (i.e., particles), it never reconsiders past categorization decisions. In many linguistic tasks, however, learners revisit past decisions (Frazier and Rayner, 1982 ) and intuitively we would expect categories to change based on novel evidence, especially in the early learning phase. In fixed-lag smoothing, a particle smoothing variant, model updates include systematic revision of a fixed set of previous observations in the light of newly encountered evidence (Briers et al., 2010) . Based on this framework, we will investigate different schemes for informed sequential learning.
Finally, we would like to compare the model's predictions against behavioral data, and examine more thoroughly how categories and features evolve over time.
